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'. Michael B;lai~,So~i~l~gyPep'~rt~ent
chair; saYsth~teSt.wltichc:()nsists of 14Qmul·
tipl~oice ~uestiC:)Ji5'''meas~ SOciologystud~nts'factual knowledge, ability l:oanalyze and
,solve problems, understandrelatio~ships and
interpret graphs, diagrams and charts. "

Weekly's Hlest. of. Boise""
survey· namesTrus~y as··
best BSU professor "

'.

.
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Dednefor faI·acInIis$ions NOW'
New and returning students who plan to
attend BSU this fall need to complete' the
admissions process today.
Good luck.
This process includes completing an application for admission, providing high school or
college transcripts and, for some, providing
ACf/SAT scores and writing a check for $15.
Wanna-be students who complete the
admissions process after the July 27 deadline
will be given the option of attendi~g the university as non-degree-seeking students or
waiting until the following semester. Nondegree-seeking students can take no more
than seven credits and cannot receive financial
aid-as if students get their financial aid
when they need it.

BSUprofessor ellis book on elhics
""'

William Wines, a•.business ethics professor
and Management Department chair at BSU,
has co-edited Readings in Business Ethics and
Social Respo~sibilirYalong with Boise!jo~rnalist Steven Anderson.
From Martin Luther King Jr. to Aristotle,
the book contains a wide range of opinions on
ethics Wines collected and taught during his
last nine years of teaching.
Last winter, Kendall/Hunt Publishing in
Dubuque, Iowa, approached him about making his collection of materials into a book,
which Wines completed after three months of
intense collaboratio~ with Anderson.

BSU sludenl awarded
$24,000 fellowship
Cheryl Schiano of Boise was awarded one
ofGl James Madison Fellowships for 1994.
'The fellowship-which
will fund up to
$24,000 of Schiano's education toward a masrer's dcgrec-supports the study, of American
History by college graduates who aspire to
.... become teachers of American h~~tory, •
.'. J.m~rican government and social st~dies in the'
"nation's secondary schools.
Schiano, a student at BSU and a prospec-:
rive graduate of the University of the State of
New York in Albany, was selected for the.fel-,
lowship in competition with applicants from
each of the 50 states, the District of Colombia,
the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico and
nation's island and trust territories.

, percent from last year. Over the past fiveyears,
the Lottery has sold $300 million in Lottery
tickets and has paid more than $185 million to

Payor be purged
Thursday,Aug. 18 is the f.ill fee paymentdead-

winners.
line for registered students. If payments are not
Lottery money is equally divided between received by the Cashier'sOfficeby 5 p.m. on that
the Public School Income Fund and the
day, it will resultin ooursecana:llarlon.
Permanen~ 'Building Fund. Half of the $1 a.
If a student's classesare purged as a result,
million received lastlllonth_~II,~upP-OJt_Idah0offailure-to-pay-f~he-er-5he-G1lH1ttempHo
colleges,universitiesand building projects. The register again August 24-26 and 29-Sept. 2.
other half will be distributed to Idaho's 113 Just get plenty of sleep the night before.
public school districts to fund building and
maintenance projects.

We will all be millionaires
if we iusl slay in school!

BSU'sociology students rank in
top percentiles nationally

Senior sociology majors at Boise State
scored within the top 3 percent of sociology
A report released Friday by the Commerce students nationwide in the Educational
Department's Census Bureau indicates that if a Testing Service'sMajor Field Test last April.
BSU graduate works his or her whole life and'
BSU's Sociology Department ~dminisdoes not spend a single penny earned, he or she rered the test to determine how well their
will have not quite $1.5 million in the bank by students were being trained. The' depa£t~
the time he or she is too old to enjoy it.
ment found that their students' total mean
Some~ne with an associate's degree who score on the' exam was ·12.3 points higher
does this same thing will
only $1 m"iIlion than the national average, placing them
.
'I.
.
"
~
._
just prior to death, and people who earn pro- above 97 percent of the approximately 100
fessional degrees can expect to make more than other sociology departments nationwide that
$3 million during their lifetimes.
were tested.

~av~

Tom Trusky, an English professor at BSU
since '1970, was honored bythe readership of
Boise Weeldy, who wrote him in as the best
professor here.
Trusky is perhaps remembered for his liber'al exhibits-many
times referred to as
obscene-more
than he is remembered for
teaching creative writing and poetry and directing the Hemingway Western Studies Center.
Congrats, Jrusky!

August workshop's to ,
prepare B5U- employees for
another hectic year
, Two workshops are planned for August to
help BSU employees manage time and stress.
On Tuesday, Aug. 2, there will be a time
management workshop for all BSU employees.
The BSU Training-and Development workshop will provide new time-management
strategies that can be personalized to' fit the
needs.of different kinds of people.
The workshop, taught by Kathy DruryBogle, will be in the SUB Lookout Room from
8:30 a.m.ro noon.
On Wednesday, Aug, 10, Phyllis Sawyer
will teach a workshop
titled "Stress
Management; Achieving Balance" from 8:30
a.m, until noon in the SUB Lookout Room.
This workshop covers wellness, relaxation, relationships, longevity and goal setting.
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(ol'lfQsionsul'roulldsservice-bCln at Christ·(~PR,I
Kate Neilly BeD
Associate Editor-News
Two weeks after Physical Plant secretary Virginia
Stenson scheduled the Metropolitan Community
Church to meet at Christ Chapel-a church located
northeast of Bronco Stadium along Broadway
Avenue-BSU officials realized no regular church services were to be held in the historic building.
This simple oversight has created quite astir.
All the action looked a lot like homophobia at
first-glance. The congregation of the Metropolitan
Community Church is largely gay.
Robert Koontz, chairman of Christ Chapel's threemember board of directors, was unaware that any
church was using the building for regular services until
reading an article about the Metropolitan Church in
The Idaho Statesman July 12. And BSU's Physical
Plant, which was given authority by the chapel's board
of directors to schedule events in the building, was
surprisingly unaware of some policies this board had
made.
Surprisingly
because Physical
Plant Director
Gene McGinnis
is also a member
of Christ
Chapel's board of
directors. He said
he has known for
four months that
another church
group, the
Christian Revival
Center, was
meeting in the
building, which
was built in 1866
and was moved to its current location almost 100
ye:us later.
.
'
'. .
. Because the Christian Revival Center has been
meeting regularly in the chapel since November,
Tyrone Sweeting, pastor of the Metropolitan
Community Church, thought it was rather unusual
that the governing officials finally remembered these
restrictive policies when his congregation announced
plans to move to the location. Because Christ Chapel's

board of directors hadn't met in five years, Sweeting
questions how interested the board really is in the
building.
Sweeting asked how the people who built the
church would feel about churches being turned away
from the building. All we know is that the building's
boards of directors since 1962 have had policies
restricting the use of the chapel.
In a letter dated May IS, 1962, it is explained
that "no services of a sectarian nature shall be held in
Christ Chapel when it is moved to the Boise Junior'
College campus. Private religious services, such as
weddings and funerals, must have unanimous
consent of the board of the Friends of Christ
Chapel."
Minutes from a November 1981 meeting of this
board clearly state that the building should "basically
be used only for weddings
andlor memorial services with
no regular meetings to be held
by other groups wishing to use
the building,"
,
Because access to Christ
Chapel hasbeen denied to the
Metropolitan Community
Church, BSU offered the group
, a lecture hall in the Education
Building. However, Sweeting
said he doesn't think it would
be worth the move from his
current location. Classroom
space was also offered to the
Christian Revival Center.
"I think it's a crying shame,"
said Sweeting. "I think they
(Christ Chapel's board ofdirectorsl ~i~t~,'t~a~~ .'~.,

"1 think it's a crying shame, "

said Sweeting. '1think they
(Christ Chapel's board of

directors) didn't want us

there, and to keep us out they

had to keep other churches out. "

there, and tokcepus

out theyhadtokcep.other:.

ehurchesoue, " .,
.
But university officials maintain that their waking
up to these policies at this time was in fact just a
coincidence;
"There is no hidden agenda," said Larry Burke,
director of University Relations. "It was an honest
mistake."
'

Social Sciences and Public Affairs
gets interim dean and new search
Kate Neilly BeD
Associate Editor-News
After some friction last spring
between BSU administration and the
dean search committee for the College of
Social Sciences and Public Affairs, the
. search has been deemed unsuccessful and
history professor Warren Vinz was
named interim dean.
John Freemuth, an associate professor
in. the college and chairman of the original search committee, says a new committeewill beformed to give the search
another shot. He says no member of the
first search committee will serve on the
new committee.
"Thatincluiles me," he says.
Freemuth says he believes thenew
committee and the BSU administration
will have settled on a new dean by early
spring semester,
.:
"We had some good candidates last
time but for various reasons none of
them were selected," Freemuth says.
Some faculty members saw gender
bias in April when BSU President
Charles R~ and Provost Daryl Jones

rejected the committee's recommendation of the top three candidates-two
of
whom were women •.
Additionally, facuity members pointed out that Ruch and Jones had violated
Section 5371-B of the BSU Faculty
Handbook, which states that the president and executive vice-president would
choose a new dean from the committee's
list of the top threecandidates.
.
Howeveri,B5.p'sp<ilicies regarding
the search PrOcess for academic deans are

superceded by State Board of Education
policies which give Ruch the authority to
hire whomever he pleases.
Ruch acknowledged that BSU will
need to align the differences between its
own policies and the State Board's.
Vinz, 61, began working as interim
dean July'l, pending SBE approval. He
has been a member of BSU's faculty
since 1968., He was elected history
department chair for seven consecutive
three-year terms by his colleagues, serving in that position from 1972 to 1993.
A native of Illinois, Vinz taught at
West~inister COllege in Salt Lake City
andtheUniversity of Utah before coming to Boise State.
Vinz has replaced Robert Sims, who
had been the college's onlydean since its
formation in 1985. Sims win return to
teaching in the History Department.
. Vinz will serve as dean "until su~
time that the search for a permanent
dean is concluded," says Jones.
Vinz's salary ~i11 be $70,000.
"I appreciate the challenge. of serving
as interim dean during this critical year
of transition in the college,"Vinz says.

BSU gets two new bigwigs '
Kate Neilly BeD
Associate Editor-News
With a new vice president and a new
dean, Boise State may soon experience a
time of transition.
Harry "Buster" Neel began early this
month as BSU's new vice president for
Finance and Administration, replacing Asa
Harry Heel
Ruyl, who retired.
.
.,
Neel served in the same capacity at the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas and has held vice presidential positions
with Marshall University in West Virginia
and Auburn University in Alabama. "
Phillip Eastman, who had been serving
as interim dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, was assigned to that post on a
permanent basis July 1 pending State
Board of Education approval.
atYfTo~s,
BSU provost and viceesident for academic affairs, said the
PhIEastman
jJ ~ iversity administration
named Eastman
following a Mclear and overwhelming"
response from faculty in favor of his selection as dean on a
permanent basis.
....
Eastman, 50, previously served as Arts and SCiences associate dean for four years. He is a native of Wisconsin and
served on the faculty at Ferris. State COllege in Michigan and
Northern illinois University before becoming a faculty
member in the mathematics department at BSU, In 1981-.
82, Eastman was the chairman of the Faculty Senate.
The College of Arts and Sciences is BSU's largest, and
Eastman ·says he is excited about the possibilities for the
future of the college and BSU. I
N"
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·B,~U's··:M;DAsflJiH:ell~s
S9mes(Jy~SBSU
elhetions outcome among nation's ·best
was determined by
dollars, nof issues
Kate Neilly Bell
Associate Editor-News

The Master of Public Administration program at BSU has received full accreditation from
the National Association of Schools of Public
Affairs and Administration, making BSU the
only accredited MPA program in Idaho and one
of only six in the six states surrounding Idaho.
Portland State, Oregon, Brigham Young,
Utah and Nevada-Las Vegas are the others.
"It's a major milestone for the progratn,"
James Weatherby, director ofthe university's
public affairs program, says.
BSU's MPA program was launched in 1975.
Earning the seven-year accreditation was a fouryear process that Wearherby says was "lengthy
and somewhat painful in really proving that we
are in conformance with their (th~ NASPAA's)
standards."
Some perks that come with accreditation are
enhanced prestige in the MPA field and the abili-

1994·95 ASBSUVite President Darryl Wright and President Jeff Klaus.
Hollee Blankenship
Senior Staff Writer

Campus crime log
Date

~

After running an election campaign with a budget of $4,352, ASBSU President
Jeff Klaus and Vice President Darryl Wright have raised some eyebrows.
"We didn't want to have the awful feeling that we could have done more-we
wanted to use every possibility," Klaus says, explaining why he and his running mate
ran such a costly campaign.
'Brochures, printed posters, campaign parties and even fortune cookies were
among the items listed as campaign expenses for the Klaus/Wright campaign.
"Almost all of [the money] was donated or gained through fund raisers," Klaus
said.
Various donations arc listed in a disclosure of campaign finances and the Student
Committee to Elect Klaus and Wright had a hand in securing these donations. Some
wonder if Klaus and Wright will reward those who helped them get where they are.
Tim Helgerson, who ran with Danni McLinn against Klaus and Wright during
the spring elections. went out of his way to run a modest campaign that kept him
from being indebted 10 anyone.
",I don't like laking money from people [for an election]," Helgerson said. "If
you starr laking money from people you feel like you owe them."
Klaus said he would nOI award anyone favors or ASBSU positions simply because
they helped his campaign.
.
~.
"We staled from day one that positions aren't promised. [although] the people
that helped arc very qualified [10 hold an ASBSU position]," Klaus said.
According 10 Klaus, he already has turned someone down for a position who was
on his campaign staff
"For example, SIeve Jackson got the position of graduate senator over someone
who helped on my campaign," Klaus said.
.
Klaus also said donations came from neutral places.
"It came from students, corporations, pretty general places," Klaus said.
And what about the issues? Was the outcome of the 1994 spring elections the
result of a contest of who could give the best dog and pony show instead of any real
issues?
Jason Caufield, who ran with Jeff Friday against Klaus and Wright, feels this is
the case.
"They ran a really professional campaign," Caufield staled, "but they won
because they spent a lot of morley."
Caufi!ld feels that giving each candidate a $500 cap on expenditures would bring
the outcome of student elections back to the issues.
.
"No one really knew what the issues were," Caufield said.
Disclosing $10.66 as their total campaign expenses. Helgerson and Mclinn were
making a political statement to students. Helgerson said he sees the way candidates
spend their money as a direct reflection on how they would spend students' money .. '
"Who would'you trust? Those that spend the most [on campaigns] or those that
save money?" Helgerson observed.
. 'Helgerson said if he and his running mate lost on dollars. rhen it doesn't matter
that they didn't win the election.
'.

ty [Q compete nationally for high-quality MPA
candidates, Weatherby doesn't expect a sudden
boom in the number of students in the program.
"I t"ink the major impact is the validation
that we're on the right track," he says.
But because Boise State's MPA program curriculum compares favorably with the curricula
across the nation, Wearherby says he knows this
will lead to more: student inquiries and more
interest in BSU.
Weatherby says there are apyroximately 100
students in Boise State's MPA program. Since
most of theseare part-time students, in any given
semester there are 60-70 active students in the
program.
And these students can be looking for' additional course offerings soon.
"With accreditation," says Wearherby,
"hopefully by Spring Semester of'95 we can
broaden our offering of courses. "

07.01.94
07.01.94
07.01.94
07.04.94
07.06.94
07.07.94
07.07.94
07.07.94
07.10.94
07.10.94
07.10.94
07.10.94
07.14.94
07.14.94
07.14.94
.07.14.94
07.16.94
07.18.94
07.18.94
07.20.94

Offense

Location

Driving without privileges
Possession of drug paraphernalia
Possession of drug paraphernalia
Driving without privileges
Possession of marijuana
Driving without privileges
Stalking
Burglary
Driving without privileges
Driving without privileges
Possession, of marijuana
Possession of marijuana
Burglary
Burglary
Burglary
Burglary
Battery
Malicious injury to properry
Theft
Theft

Beacon & Boise
Beacon & Boise
Beacon & Boise
Beacon & Grant
University & Capitol
Capitol & University
Towers Residence Hall
Towers Residence Hall
Beacon & Broadway
Beacon & Broadway
Hale & Broadway
Hale & Broadway
Chaffee Hall
Chaffee Hall
Chaffee Hall
Chaffee Hall
Green Belt west of Eckart'
Lincoln Hall
Library
Towers Hall

-i-Compiled by Kate Neilly Bell
from information provided by the BSU. Patrol Unii of the Ada County Sheriffs Office.

Of bears and campus news coverage
Last week at the Bruneau sand dunes, an S-foot black bear came and
messed. them (the cool, wave-like sand formations) all up. The ants followed'
him, they thought he looked fu~y and unique.
"Why didn't that beast just stay in the forest?" the ants asked each orher.
Then there was music. It was really loud and high-pitched. A fish got
some sand in its eye and flapped around. The bear noticed it.
, The bear laughed and wondered what a fish was doing in the middle of
t~e desert anyway. "Why didn't it just stay in the oasis?" the bear asked- him"
self. It wasn't trout, but the bear. was happy. The fish would make a light
snack.
'
He went up to it. Was it a mirage?
BOOM! The ants, who had graduated from a lowly vocational school but now work for NASA,
blew upthe.bear,
.
:That's what the fish was doing inrhe middle of the desert. ,.
.
....
Th.e moral of the storyis, the more often you keep The Arbiter infortned-through
phone calls,
E-mail, press releases or just dropping bY-about, the newsworrhy rhings y~u're doing, rhe:.more rhis
~ewspaperwiU kc:ep the rest~f
campuscommunityinformed.about
you. .'
..

t1t~

KAt~Ndn,BtH
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Editor
' With regard to social change the only
choice is hope or despair, says John Knapp, a
BSU history major, grass roots organizer and
member of The Greens/Green Parry USA.
"Although it is overwhelming, we have to
do something," Knapp said. "We must force
a recognition of progressive politics."
Knapp and the Greens have chosen hope.
The bottom 'line for the Greens is the desire
to create amore satisfying life for everyone.
Toward this end, the Greens have embraced
concepts of decentralized economic and polirical power, nonviolence, equality and ecological wisdom'.
"The Greens have a saying: 'we are neither left nor right, but in front .... Knapp said
during a recent interview. "The Greens are not just about environmental issues-we see tliat environrnental issues are clearly connected to other social problems such as centralized bureaucracy,

Idaho Family Forum and anti-environmental 'wise
use' groups.
"To counter this effort, the Boise Greens will
host the Idaho Activists' Circle, a statewide meeting
to bring together progressive activists for information sharing, networking and brainstorming ways to
expand cooperation. Everyone is welcome to
attend, from executive directors of organizations to
occasional progressive patrons."
A march on the Idaho State Capitol will begin
at the Julia Davis Park Bandshell at 1:30 p.m. on
Sunday, August 14. "The march and rally at the
capitol will send a strong message to the Right that
they face stiff opposition wherever they take their
ultra-conservative agenda." Knapp said. "Everyone
is welcome to attend. even if they are not registered
for the conference."
Fees for the conference are $35 for the full run.
$25 for the weekend (Saturday and Sunday) sessions and $15 for a single day. Three meals a day
will be' provided at a cost to conference-goers of
$10 per day. Housing is available in BSU residence
halls at a cost of $7 per night for single occupancy
rooms, and $6 per night for double. . .
The six day conference also promises fun and

TheGreensare pori of on internationalnet.
workof orgonizatianscomminedto hUlilanrights,
socialjusticeandecology.
TheGreens/GreenPartyUSAhas been orgonizedintohundredsof localchapters(calledlocals)
wi!hat leastonelocalin almosteverystate.Greens
in severalstates have formedpolitiucalparties,
includingAlaskaond California.TheGreenParty
guamteesits Lesbian/Gay/Bisexuli17aueer
Caucus
votingdelegateson itsnotionalsteeringcommittee,
giving!hemstreng!hequalto the Peopleof Color
Caucus.You!hCaucusandWomen'sCaucus.
Manypeopleconfuse!heGreenswi!henvironmentallyfocusedorganizations
likeGreenpeace.But
!hevisionof!heGreensgoesforbeyond"Ecological
Wisdom,"whichis onlyone in 0 listof what !he
Greenscall!heir"TenKeyValues."Therestof !he
TenKeyVoluesare: "GrassrootsDemocracy,NonViolence, Social Justice, Decentralization,
Community-based
Economics,
Respectfor Diversity,
Feminism,Personaland GlobalResponsibility,
and
FutureFocus."

discrimination and economics.
"The Greens are not really into'e1ectoral politics (the idea of placing particular candidates into
particular offices) as much as citizen initiatives and community aw~reness."
Knapp is involved in the organization of a co~ference, Embracing C?mmon Gr~un~. scheduled for the BSU campus August 11-16. Embracing Common Ground IStoured as an internatio~al celebration of human and bio-diversity,' and includes the annual national Greens Congress,
where representatives from local Greens chapters set national policy and select na~ional officers..
Greens from around the nation will gather to share information, network and tram each other m
political organizing ;roun'd dozens of issues.
In addition to Greens functions, Embracing Common Ground is co-sponsored by Idaho for
.Human Dignity, a local organization fighting the Idaho Citizens Alliance's anti:gay intitiativ~,
now designated Proposition I and slated for the November ballot. Atte.ndees Will network with
other activists and participate in discussions and seminars. The IHD Will host worksh~ps .to.~e1p
supporters of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender communities learn about the lCA, Its uunanve
and how they can fight similar campaigns in their own communities.
.
The Idaho Activists' Circle, a composite work group involving all conference att~ndees, ISper·
haps the culmination of the Embracing Common Ground Conference. The promotional
brochure for the conference provides this statement:
..
.
"Progressive political activists in Idaho have long looked to each other for physical, financlal,

recreation, as well as political activities. On
Saturday evening conference-goers will take a break
from work to watch a children's play, listen to some
live music at the Julia Davis Park bandshell and
then dance back at the Student Union Building,
where most of the workshops and group activities
will take place.
Food for the conference will be provided by the
Earth Food Energy People, a local natural foods
restaurant and catering service. The famous blue
bus will serve attendees a fine selection of organic
and healrhy.Iocally-produced foods. Because the
Marriott Corporation has an exclusive contract to
provide food service to the campus, and could not
accommodate the conference's requirement for
organic and locally. produced food and meals, the
blue bus will be located across the river in Julia
Davis Park, where conference volunteers and Earth
Food Energy People staff will serve food to confer-

TheGreensarefullyandequallycomminedto
allof !he 1en KeyValues:and !hereforewillnot
sacrificeone cause to advanceanother.Because
!heybelievesocialjustice,humanrightsandecolog~
cal problemsdo not exist in isolationfrom one
ano!her,!he Greensfovorsolutionswhichtie issues
toge!her(sum as retoolingIdaho'stimberindustry
to producemorevalulHldded
woodploductsIOlher
!hanexportingunfinishedmaterials,rhusallowing
for!hep1eservatian
ofbo!hldahoforestsandIdaho
jobs).
Thefils!action!heBoiseGreensevertookwas
marchingin Boise'sfirstGOV,Lesbianand Bisexuol
FreedomParade.Sincethen,!heybeganpublishing
!he BoiseGleenReader,on altemotivenews,arts
and literarymonthly.TheBoiseGreenshove also
participatedin a numberof coolitions,including
Idahoansfor Peaceond the OwhveeCanyonlands
CoaUtion.
~ new8SUdtoplet of the Gteensstm1ed

and moral support. This cooperation has done a lot to advance Idaho politics. But in many ways,

.ence anen~~e~..

.Patrick Schmaljohn
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Who ore the Greens?

·-.".y.,'}~)Jt='!~cI;t~~~i.l;

the ~~~~~~r
~~:::;?::7e;~:;
;;~~ives
hi' m'i~ ~~:
furth~r .thei; ~~~:Ue~.·);~r~~~~:tdtt:;Za::ili"h:t7';.ti:::;:::::'~GrMis'Of8SU,coI33J;n(jJ/'I~·'
.
d a, the ICA cooperates with other
political groups,
conservattvenizers
hold down the costs of the conference. .
'
vatlveagen
.
. such as the Christian
.
..'.

MichelleOsborn,a senior(riminalJusiicemajor,studiesoutsidethe BusinessBuildingbelore 0 summerSdtoolcloss.
what you take," Ridgeway says.
Ridgeway is one of 5,500 stu·
Associate Editor
dents who are enrolled in summer
classes at Boise State, estimates Bill
Renea Ridgeway isn't spending
Jensen, Dean of Continuing
long hours lounging by the pool this
Education. Undergraduate students
summer. Instead, the 28.year.old
who want to get classes over with .
senior is inSide a classroom, completquickly or speed up their graduation
ing 18 credit hours in two five-week
date are the largest group signed up
summer sessions.
for summer Classes,Jensen says.
Ridgeway takes summer classes
But Jensen says students who are
every year to help compensate for
new to summer school should know
occasional semesters off. As a mother
what they're getting into. "Stude~ts
of three, she tries to balance college
should seriously understand there s a
and parenting. This summ.er she .
lot of work involved. It's serious
hopes to make up for the lighter SIXbusiness."
credit load she will take in the fall
Jensen suggests students avoid
when her youngest son starts kinder- ~nginore
than two classes during
garten.
.
.
the summer so they can handle the
"I think the retention level is
faster pace and heavier work load. "I
better in the summer, and you can
think they really get surprised. They
get it over with quicker. But i.t's .,'
signup for classes and have to drop
harder. You have to be careful about

Chereen Myers.

them because of the rapid pace."
Students who work should schedule
enough dme to study during the
condensed sessions, Jensen says.
Angie Ellei'd considers summer
school the equivalent to a job.
Ellerd, a 25-year·old junior,likes
attending summer classes for the
same reason she dislikes it-the
rapid pace.
.
"Within two months you can .
get in as many credits as a full semester," she says. "But it moves too
quick."
Ellerd uses her summers to get
rid of core credits-this summer
she's taking physical science and
biology.
. .
. ' Teachers who wantto sharpen
their skills are the second largest
group to enroll in summer classes,
Jensen says.

Greg Davidson graduated from
Boise State in 1987, but he takes a
class every summer to enhance his
job as a ninth grade speech, reading
and English teacher. This summer,
Davidson, 36, is taking a linguistics
class. H; doesn't take courses during
the school year because of his own
school schedule.
"I have so much to do as far as
planning goes-I don't have time to
concentrate on a class."
Ellerd says she dOesn't feel cheat·
ed out of a summer vacation. "It
would ~ different if! worked, but I
COnSiderthis my job."
There are about 300 classes
offered during the summer, and so
far five have been canceled due to
low enrollment. But Jensen says the
courses are carefully selected based
on student demand. "We try to put

the schedules together with the stu·
dents in mind," The schedules are
prepared every December by indio
vidual departments, and a new class
is usually added each summer,
Jensen says.
This year, a new program was
added. Classes are being offered in
the Doctorate in College of
Education for the first time this
summer, Jensen says.
Students who choose summer
school have the advantage of more
individual time with the instructor,
Jensen says. A class that holds several
hundred students in the Fall and
Spring semesters seats about 25 students in the summer. "Summer
school professors are the best group
of teachers on campus because they
love to teach. They really ge.t to
know t.heir students."
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David Grapp
Staff Writer

THE ARBITER EDITORIAL:

ASBSU resolves:
'NOSCREWINGl'
It's ridiculous for the ASBSU Senate to adopt any kind of
resolution regarding the personal lives of students.
Concerned with the HIV virus and peer pressure, senators
Lindsey Truxel, Bob McKie, Tim Helgerson and Jack Ward
sponsored Senate Resolution #29 last May to encourage abstinence as an acceptable alternative to that ... uhm ... "S" word ..
The ASBSU Senate voted 12-0-4 in favor of the resolution.
As members of The Arbiter Editorial Board, we believe the
health-conscious ASBSU Senate would serve students better by
adopting resolutions asking students to study hard, dean their
rooms, drink lots of milk (skim, of course), brush their teeth
and call their mothers once a week.
What's next? Will these representatives go to the student
Health Center and demand to know who's on the pill and not
married? What's the point?
The senate's belief that if they say "Don't Do It (you
know-sex),"
the average BSU student will listen and obey is
as realistic as the following scenario: '

United States, city government hO\S
a
responsibilityto its citizens: slowdown, chill out and enjoy a more sane
approach-lights, baby, lights.
I can only discusswith some semblance of intelligencethe debaclethat
has occurred in my own backyard:
.tailgators, gearheadsand pissedoff
people who feela need to flip you off
on their way to affluence.
Irresponsibilityand recklessdevelopment have interrupted and scarred
neighborhoods that define Boiseand its outlying rural
history. I am not implying that development should
come to a standstill. But lack of cogent impact plans on
existingneighborhoods and schools is comparable to
. nothing more than elementary stickman art posing as .
Picasso.
.
Citizens of Boisehave alreadywitnessed the
chains of progressat work: paving of the Eighth
Street extension; destruction of row houses by St.
Boiseand surrounding areasa taste of the big city and
Luke's Medical Center; destruction of sacred Native
something to contemplate-what is the responsibilityof
American lands at Castle Rock: the proposal for 52,000
city government?
new homes in the foothills; and the possibilitythat
What the citizensof Boisehave witnessed since the
Mountain Cove road will be paved to make way for a
Kempthornian era is a city government bloated on
new route to accommodate foothills traffic, etc.
unadulterated Hostesstreats-forget the light. low lilt
These development practicesimplemented by city
alternative-city officialshave gone on a binge that pales officialsnot only threaten the sanctity of past generaDollyMadison's facein comparison.
'
tions, but future generations who will be affected by
While I am not insinuating we are on the same route decisions made today. It is time for Brent Coles and his
as Seattle-with its majestic,smog-laden viewof Mr.
cohorts in city government to take responsibility for their
Rainier-or other metropoliran areas throughout the
, actions: Hostess lights, baby, Hostess lights.
(Pleaseread aloud with a strong
Irish dialect)
Just the other day as I strolled
through the aislesof E-Z Foods, I had a
most curious vision-s-whar if someone .
were to make Ding Dongs with lesslilt?
WQuidBrent Coles have to continue
his twice-weeklypilgrimageon bicycle
to city hall? Might the lackof accumulated sugardouse the need to build and
develop? Might Mr. Coles take a road
trip to Seattle with a case of'Twinkies,
get caught in rush-hour trafficand be forced to drink
toxic lakewater?.
The developmentof our pleasant, riversidecommunity, circa Dirk Kempthorne, has given the citizensof

IN THE TRENCHES
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"
Why did you name the article on page 5 Mechanical SOl:?Come on ..youcan do better than thar,
-Linda KAyA/kn

. ,n

ThbArbiter Editorial Board is made up of Patrick Schmaijohn,
KatcNeillyB~II/ChereenMyers
and Dawn Kramer ..

---.

.Editor: .,
After reading MelanieJohnson's whining about the order to fly flagsat
half-mastwhen LOS leader Ezra Taft Benson died I have some questions to
ask you and her. Where is it written in the law that there must be a complete
.separtion between Church and State? The U.S. Constitution states that congress shall make no lawsregarding the free exerciseof religion bur no one said
'mer must be separate that I know of. This is just a convenient tradition to
allow people to try to hide from God when they feel like it. Ifwe are to com.pletelydivorce Church and State then only Agnosticsand Atheists can run for
.'political office. And as a final point why is it now a state holiday on Reverend
Manin Luther KingJr.'s birthday? The answer is becausehe was not only a
iman of a church. but alsoa crusader for civil rights.
'.' Any. referencesyou can provide via either E-Mail or in your paper would
be appreciated.
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A resolution suggesting condom use or ,my other form of
protection would make more sense than the senate's impotent
little resolution. Any pinhead knows that people everywhere
have sex, and there's nothing the ASBSU Senate can do to stop
it. AS.BSU should distribute condoms instead, or even make an
'attempt at getting the condom machines back in the residence
halls.
'

--:-

'Why separale churchand slale?

It's late. Becky was supposed to be home in bed ... alone ...
10minutes ago. Instead, Johnny's with her-he's a bad, bad
boy.
As the warm breeze swings in through the window of her
Towers room, Becky shivers because it's so much hotter indoors
than outside.
'
Things are starring to get intimate here.
johnny, who is as intelligent as his best friend and dog,
Buster, reads the tag on Becky's bra.
"Victoria's Secret ... huh. Cool, Dude."
"Wait, Johnny. I have to go and get something," says Becky,
leaping off the squeaky twin bed and running into the bathroom.
Instead of returning with a condom, diaphragm or Reality,
she's sporting a simple piece of paper.
"What's this?" Johnny grunts.
"It's ASBSU Senate Resolution #29-Abstinence,"
says
Becky.
"Ah, come on, Becky. Everybody does it. We've even done
"Well, not anymore, Johnny. The student senate didn't raise
me to do that sort of thing."
"OK, Becky," says Johnny. "I respect that."

.,...-
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------MAKIN'MOVIESI-----

Dug

N.0t This Po,t of the World don't make
hits our part of the world
noiunk
Chereen Myers
,Associate Editor-Arts

, The idea of hands-on education is taking on a new:neaning for
Boise State professors Peter Lutze and Phil Adakson. The two
instructors are spending their summer making a movie in Boise.
Not ~hisPart ofTht World, a film focusing on a group of rwenrysornethings from the same high school who are impacted by a
classmate's death in a drive-by shooting, is
written and produced by Adakson. World is
drawing supporr from all corners of the
Boise community. But Adakson and Lutze'semployer-BSU-was
the first local organization to lend the project supporr. A $5,000
research grant helped the professors purchase equipment but it also starred a chain'
reaction of generosity and belief in the projecrr.Lutze, rheproject'sassistanr

,

<'",.',

director/production
manager and~ cominu:::{
nication instructor at BSU,wrote the grant. ,
"It was the first money we got, and we '
. were able to use that to buy film arid also
then to say-to someone like U.S. West'Look, the university is behind this project.
This is serious. We've got an initial amount .
of money. Can you come up with some
)'U

t 00.

Boston University.
"This is the first two semesters intensified. This has been my
first exposure to film. I've learned more in two weeks than I'll probably learn about production for the first semester or two." Bean
grins when he talks about how this experience will look on his
resume. "It will work out real nlce."
The project's ties to Boise State run deep. At least a dozen cast
and crew members are currently involved as students or faculty at
the university, and
Adakson says almost
evetyone working on
the project has past associations with Boise
State.
Lutze says there is
often a connection
,between the Theatre
k~',Repanrn~nta~d.',.
ltthi: Department of·. ;
:;:COmmunicltion, Lasr
,Semester Lutze taught
'an advanced production
, class while Richard
.Klautsch taught an
advanced acting course,
and the two instructors '
scheduled their classes at
the same time, often
.meering together.
"If we could do
'more of these kinds of
'projects I think those
two sides gain from
;'it.There has been a lot
of overlap. I've got so
many students-at
least
a dozen-who really
want to go to film
, school. So much of
what the theatre departP/J~~bYRkkKosarkh ,ment does contributes
,
," .
to that thing.
.

Boise State's early support started what
Lutze calls "a domino effect." Businesses like
U.S. West Communications and The Idaho
Shakespeare Festival have followed BSU's
lead to support the project.
Other businesses have donated their
locations for shooting certain scenes, Moxie
Java offered their Main Street shop for an
all-night shoot (Atlakson and Lutze remember a Moxie employee serving coffee to the
cast and crew all night, then bringing them
breakfast the next day). The Grove and
Grainey's Basement have played a role in
scene-shooting as well.
"We're drawing actors from the
PelerLutzeand Phil Atloksondiredcoslmemberson theset arNot ThisPart of the
Adakson originally
Shakespeare Festival, and the Shakespeare
Warl~whichis beingproducedr~ht here in Boise.
wrote Not ThisPart of
Festival has been cooperative in freeing up
The Worldas a play,
rehearsal time so, actors can be with us to
"My first take on this was to try to write the equivalent of a conshoot. They could have been non-cooperative and almost everybody
cept album in dramatic form. In the play there are 14 different
in town has said, 'Yes, we'll help you."
pieces and they are all tided like songs. In film it would probably be
Boise State has donated televisions, cameras and walkie-talkies
smarter to have a one-word tide. But I tided everything thinking 'If
in addition to a grant and a one-year sabbatical for Adakson. Even
this was an album, what would it be:" The play itself is still runthe cast and crew are helping make the film a reality-they've
ning-It
recently opened off Broadway under the tide MmTrUck.
agreed to work without pay.
'Localmusicians
are being considered for the film's soundtrack,
Boise State's research grant gives the instructors a chance to
but one Boise performer, Todd Dunnigan, has already composeda
bring new experiences intothe Classroom. Lutze, who teaches an
song that will be used in the film.
ethnographic video course this fall; says his work on the film will
When they wrap up the project (they hope to finish in
enrich his teaching material.
October), Adakson plans t,o approach different film disrributors and
"Theywant the faculty to be involved with activities outside of
festivals. And plans are already underway to.premiere the film in
teaching that are going to. enhance the reputation of the university
Boise. The premiere, which would be a fund-raiser for DownHouse
but also give us new skills, new information, new things that we can
theatre, would include local sponsors.
'
bringmourteaching-I see that happening already. There's all kinds
But if things don't work out, AdaksonsaysBoise film buffs will
of times and examples I can givethem:-,-just Iitdethings I've picked
still have a chance to seeNot ThisParrofThtWorld.
'
,,' up froni the boom operator and things likethat,"
"If those things fail onUS, then apanfromme
showing it in my
. S,i:ript supeivisorRichard Bean ~ the experience from the
studi~ and invitingpeople,over"':':'which Iplan to do ifall else
other side,Bean g1'l!duated from BoiseS,riIte in May with a Theatre
fails-DownHousewiII
get a space downtown and show it."
Arts degree: He plans to attend graduat~ film schoolthis fall at
.'
.
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The Halo Benders
GodDon'tMakeNoJunk
K Records

Consider the Halo Benders.
Dug Martsch, ex-throat for Treepeople
and current Built To Spill front man, composer/producer Steve Fisk, Beat Happening vocalist Calvin Johnson and a couple of Dug's buddies have teamed up to release an amazing
album under the banner The Halo Benders.
To call God Don't Mak~ No Junk good
would be a gross understatement .. Hip, cutting-edge, unparalleled-these
words still can't
accurately describe the level of greatness this
album achieves. It may seem like I'm gushing,
but if you listen to this album remember to
keep your mouth shut or you'll drool.
"Don't Touch My Bikini" is a beat-driven
track rhar includes campy sound effects courtesy of Fisk's sampler like the kind you'd see
above Batman and Robin on the old television
series (Bang! Boinngg! Pop!).
Other tracks standout
because of great
keyboard work and original lyrics. "Canned
Oxygen" is possibly the hippest love song ever
recorded: "God made the birds/and God made
the bees/She's canned oxygen to me."
Johnson's deep, baritone voice is easily
identified and a good match for Marrsch's
unique yelp. But even with the two hard-toignore vocalists, the lyrics and music stand on
their own. "BigRock Candy Mountain" is a
standout: "It's trick or treat whenever we
meet/Whati'n
decide to s.\1~ifyour feet,"
Johnson sings.
In this case, the treat is this, album, And
you don't even need to wear a Batman costume to get it.
",
"
.
'-Chm~Mym
TheHalo Bmdns play tht Crazy Horst 7130.
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-F.1t Neighbor al Grainey's Basement.
-OJ Timolhy Tim cit Neurolux.

TUESDAY 26
-Fal John and Ihe Three Slims 01
. Toni Grainey's.

. FRIDAY 12
eOverexposure fealuring Shauered Reality and "Army of
Darkness' behind Ihe SPEC.
-The Prankslers or Tom Grainey's.
-Felt Neighbor 01 Grainey's Basement.
-Five Feel 10 rhe Window 01 Neurolux.

WEDNESDAY 27
. -Nand Griffilh allhe Morrison Cenler;
-On Ihe POlio fealuring Breg Martinez
and Johnny Berryhill allhe Sludenl
Union Polio.
-Amerysl allhe Julia Davis Band Shell.
-The Tourisls 01 Tom Grainey's.
-Deep Down Trauma Hounds 01 Grainey's
Bosement.
-Thee Hypnolics, Vanilla Trainwreck 01
Neurolux.

.SATURDAY 13
-The Prankslers 01 Tom Groiney's.
-Felt Neighbor 01 Groiney's Basement.
-Mozort 01 Neurolux.

SUNDAY 14

THURSDAY 28

behind
Ihe SPEC.
-Boise Reggae Fesrival 01 Hawks Memorial Sladium.
-Rhythm Mob 01 Tom Grainey's.
-Whipping Boyar Grainey's Basement.

-Beasl~ Hoi Niies 01 Zoo Boise.
-Nand Griffilh wirh guesl Jimmie Dale Gilmore ill'
Sun Valley's Trail Creek Cabin Grounds;
-The Tourists 01 Tom Grainey's.
-Deep DownTrauma HoundS 01 Grainey's Basement.
-Bingo for Vegas 01 Neurolux.
-Kerri Websler, BarboraHerrick, Gino Sky and Danny
Slewart in Ulerary Arts in rhe Park 01 rhe Julia Davis
Park Rose Gorden.

FRIDAY 19
e()verexposure fealuring Deep Down Trauma Hounds and
"Slacker' behind the SPEC.
.. -Weslern Idaho Fair Ihough Aug. 27 01 rhe Western Idaho
Fairgrounds.
~Fal John and Ihe Three Slims or Tom Grainey's .
-Deep Down Trauma Hounds 01 Grainey's Basement.

SATURDAY 20
-For John and Ihe Three Slims 01 Tom Grainey's.
-Deep Down Trauma Hounds or Grainey's Basement.
-Lois, ~uilt 10 Spill, Hive 01 Neurolux.

SUNDAY 21
-Sports Car Club of America auro·cross compelilion in rhe
Branco Sludium parking lor.

MONDAY 15-

SATURDAY 6
-Wonderful World of Horses fealuring the Royal Upizzaner
Stallions at the Pavilion.
-Rhythm Mob 01 Tom Grainey's. -whipping Boy 01 Grainey's Basement.
-Babe Ih. Blue Ox, Dirt Fishermen, Spring Toath al
Neurolux.

.FRIDAY'29.
-The Tourists al Tom Grainey's.
• eDeep Down Trouma Hounds al Grainey's Basement.
-The ~.
BrOthers 01 NeuroluL

SUNDAY 7

SATURDAY 30

elol Howdy at TomGroiner's.

eSparts Car Club of America aulo-uoss compelition in th.
. Branca Sladium parking 101.
-The Tourists al Tom Grainey's.
eDeep Down Trauma Hounds al Grainey's Basement.
-oirlbay, Butterfly Train and.l dopamine al N.urolux.

MONDAY 8

SUNDAY 31

-Branford Marsalis 01 Sun Valley's Troil Cree~ Cobin
Grounds.
-Boi Howdy 01 Tom Groiney's.

efat John and the Three Slims al Tom Grairiey's.
-Deep Dowri Traumo Hounds 01 Gralney's Bosemenl •.
-UleraryArts in Ihe Park in Ihe Julia Davis Pork Rase
Gorden. -

\

.,
;

eErnie Walls and the Wind Machine Big Band at th.
ParkCen!er Ampitheatr ••
eArtwork by Shannon Sutch through Sept. 2 in the SUB .
Gallery.
-Beasl~ Hoi Nights at Zoa Boise.
eRhythm Mob at Tom G"!iney's;

-Bai Howdy al Tom Grainey's.

MONDAY 1
elussian pianisl Alexnder Peskanav al the SpedaI Events
Cenler.
.
efIendrkk Smi!li'al the Centr. on the Grove.
-The Pranksters al Tom Grainey's.
-Binga al Neurolux.

TUESDAY 2
'-Jimmy Cliff with guesllrie Heights 01 Sun Valley's Woad
River High Football rl8ld.
efat John and th. Three Slims 01 Tam GrairJey's.
eOpen mike nlghl wilh Janoh Shue 01 Neurolux.

WEDNESDAY 3
-House of Hoi Pollai al e Julia Davis Park Band Shell.
-Rhythm Mob al Tom Gra ey's.
- -Whipping Boy 01 Grainey's asement.

THURSDAY 4
-Beasl~ HoI Nightsal Zoa Boise.
-Fashion Artionallh. Morrison Cenler Main Hall
-'Rodin's Balzac! at.th. Boise Art Museum.
-Rhythm Mob at Tam Grainey's.
-Whipping Boy 01 Grainey's Basemenl.
_-OJ Timothy Tim al NeuroluL
-Ulerary Arts in Ihe Park allh. JutlD Davis Park Rose
Gorden.

TUESDAY9

-The Pranksters at Tom Grainey's.

-Tower of Power al Sun Valley's Trad Creek CiJllin Grounds.
efat John and the Three Slims 01 Tom Grainey's.

-The Prankslers al Tom Grainey's.
-Felt Neighbor al Grainey's Basement.
.yenus 01 N.urolux.

THURSDAY 11
-Phil Atlakson, Mary Ellen McMurtrie, Dialie Raplash and
Ford Swelnam in Uterary Arts in the Park in the Judo
Davis RaSe Garden.
-Th. Prankslersat Tom Grainer's.

efat John 0!Id the Thr.. Slims at ram Grainey's.
eBig Fish Ensembleal Neurolux.

WEDNESDAY 17

-Bai Howdy al Tom ~s.

MONDAY 22

TUESDAY 16

WEDNESDAY 10 .

•

eBlogo al Nevrolux.

•

efatJohn and the Three Slims at Tam Grainey's.
-Oeep oOwnTraumo Hounds at Gralney's Basement.
-OJ Timothy Tun al Neurolux. .

eGory Burton ind the Wind Machine Big Bond al the
PcdCenter Ampitheotre.
-Rhythm Mob at Tom Grainey's.
-Biogo at Neurolux.

TUESDAY 23
-Fal John and the Three Shms al Tam Grainey's.
e()pen mike nighl wirh Jonah Shu. 01 Neurolux.

THURSDAY 18

WEDNESDAY 24

"eastly Hal Niglits 01 Zoa Boise.

.-The Tourists alTam Grainey's.
-Jad< Marmon 01 Grainey's Basement.

WHERE AND HOW

Neurolux343-0886.11l N~11th;Ages21 and over.
Tom Grainey's345-2505. 513 W.Main.Ages 21'and over.
Grainey's Basement 345-2955. 1075. 6th. Ages21 and over.
Zoo Boise 384-4486.Julia DavisPark.'
.
Boise Art 'Museum 345-8330. 6705. Julia DavisDr.
-Special Even,s.Cenier 38SJ1223/385-1448...
MorrisonCe~ter 343-0556. ' _
Bpise.Sta,'e •••
UniversftY.Music, •.pepartment."385-331 O.
TraifCteekCabiIlGr~unds622-2101, SunValle .

THURSDAY 25
-Beastly HoI Nights 01 Zoa Boise.
-Rick Ardinger,John Rember, Williom Sludeboker and
Norman Weinslein In -Uterary Arts in the Pork' allhe
Julio Davis Rose Gorden.
-The Tourists 01 Tom Gralney's.
-Jack Mormon at Grainey's Basemenl.
-OJ TImothy Tim 01 Neurolux.

FRIDAY 26 .
e()verexposure featuring The Inslinduals and -Ace Venrura:
Pel Delidive" behind the SPEC.

- Calem/ar information shooM arriY'at l/reA16;ter's oUiee at
1eOst iodays ~or tp tlesirfd pubtl#ontlate.
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CAPSU lE REVI EWS

sin.ei·ls'l1Iqior IlJbelmole

Chereen Myers
Associate Editor-Arts

A 14-year history in punk
rock and two children haven't
changed Bad Religion bassist
Jay Bentley-at least not too
rnuch. • . .
."I'm never gonna say (executed in a flawlessDavid
Letterman dumb-guy voice)
'Can't change the world. 'Fuck
that!"
Bendey's two sons, ages 3
and I, may have a punk-rock
father, but the decision to listen
to his,music isup to them.
"I'm not going to make them listen to punk rock. That would
.'
be like ~y parents making me.listen to Peny Como. But th""'ll..
-/
be better served because they're growing up in a time of acute
awareness,"he says.
FOR MORE THANI DEClDf. lAD.RWGlON..has made a living by

Boneflower
MorrowPetol Records
Question: What has lI10Ie hooks than the catch of the
day? AnSWel: Boneflowel's seIl-li~ed debut.
Maybe irs the dean vocals and wellllleshed harmonies, or maybe its the tightlhythm section. Eilhel way,.
Boneflower makes musk unforgeltoble. They hove a tml,
welkeheorsed sound that \PVeS the false implession of a
bond that has been jamming togelhel for yeatS. But it rg. ,
IV they Ole about two yellS old,
Vocolist Corley Robbins bos a huly beautiful _e.
'WindcM"c is on ideol dispIoy of bellolent and s~:
Glilorist/vocolist llovidGtIW.1lnds the Pede<t litbe la-

~.[Wasbizarre to be put on a television stage and play. They
didn't know us from Adam. The only one dancing was the band
guy. It's just different from what we're used to doing. I just fig'
ured;'What
the fuck was that?'lt seemed so quick."
SELEaI"G I SONG WAS ANOTHER otlWIIGE. They per-

formed MSceucka Nerve" on O'Brian's show, but they thought
about going a step further.
.
singingabout thesociaIand~litica1iI~of
t ;,c.S·'" . :,t' .';;iiy'oii&~thcic:conveiUdoniw/len you
/ilSt'jlfol.ifi•
guitarist Brett GurewicZ'sEpitaph IabeIIas~yearrojoin the'majors
.
the~·andp~i·FUCkknagedd~n.·';'.'····
'."
at Atlantic. Epitaph is still run by Gurewitz today. But the move
. Benricyrc:membersthe last time they had a chanee ro shake
doesn't mean they've sold out.
things up. Bad Rdigion was scheduled to perform for a Christmas
"We were letting go more and more of the things we had con. show on LOsAngeles radio station KROQ. Rumors that they were
trol of. There was too much business to take care of to enjoy
planning to play "Fuck Christmas"drifted back to station manbeinga band. We sat down with Atlantic and said, ·Here's~hat., .;.,.
agers. They were told if they played the song, the station would
weredoing. How can you help us?'·
. '. '.
stop playing all Bad Religion songs. They played the song anyway.
The move means more touring time, longer studio sessions, .
MlV viewersfrom all demographic groups have the chance

':~"~_I'
'1Joncf.:
.

7"::

a:rl'ter'.

~eri~,ThCY~li~

and longer interviews.
"One of the best things about being ona bigger label is the
chance to spend more time during interviews. It's hard to get to
know a band wl\en you only have fifteen or twenty minutes.".
LOcalfans who
want to see Bad
Religion play in Boise
should write to Andy
Somers, care ofleM,
to urge the band to
make an appearance.
Bendey says they add
three or four new cities
to each tour.
Bad Religion ~i11
spend more time tour~
ing in November,
December and

to see Bad Religion videos. The punk band has appeared live and
on video on M120 Minutes," a show featuring progressiveand
underground music and MHeadbanger'sBall." But Bentley isn't
concerned about being feat.uredon a heavy-metalshow.
"I've known Riki Radltman for fifteen years. IfRiki wants to
play it, that's cool. M1V is a radio .station. It playssuch a variety
of styles.On one hand it's good because it introduces you to new
bands you've never heard. On the other hand it's like a 3-minute
.. commercial.·
Bentley saysthe band feelsobligated to make music videos,
but not necessarilyfor MlV. Independent video programs on
public accessand collegechannels are more interesting to Bendey,
who admits he still finds it exciting to see a band perform on
video if he's never watched them live.
lAD REUGION FANS CAN STIll PICK UPolder recordings, with
one exception. Their second album,lntorM Unknown, is out of
print and won't be re-issued.With the addition of a synthesizer
and a departure from the typical Bad Religion sound, the album

February, bunhe idea
of extended time in the
studio doesn't interest
the group..Brief
recording sessions are
standard practice~even
on a major label. How
Could Hell Be Any
Wors~ was recorded in
four days,a'nd they
took 25.etaySto record their latest album..
O~epossibleresultofjoining Atlantic is tougher for Bad
Relig\on}ohan~le;A performance on MLateNi~h,twith Co:an
O'Bria~· ..wa~J11ocelike a·trip through "The TWlhght Zone for

isn't in demand for most fans, Bendey says.
"It won't be re-issuedbecause it's just not wonh it. Most peapIe wouldn't buy it. It wo'uldbc:likebuying stock in Studebaker.
Sometimes people ask me how they can get it and I tell them to
find somebody that has it and capeit~" .' .' .'
..
Bendey, Gurewitz and voCalistGreg Graffin teamed-up in
1980 in LosAngeles.TheYgained localatt,ention in 1981when
lead guitarist Greg Hets~n-then~ member of the Circle Jer~
played a Bad Religiondemo on a KROQradio show. Drummer
Bobby Schayerjoined Bad Religion in 1991. '.
If the world stays the Same, Bad Religionwill have plenry of
material to write about in years to come (they signed.a five-record
deai ~th AtIa~tic). Bendeysa~ there~~n~ chance they'll run out
of thi,ngsto write,"unlesspeople stopdicking ~ch a.theraround."

.

~1i?i7~*~ii;i:~i

..c

Bassist

/lid(

roSorich; lead omorist. AVdJoeI Allyn lIlId

cmmer Bob Gffonl ore equoIy

keyhl tliswelmold1ed

group, Their soood is a '" 1m!of .,
rock lIlId ~ .. <tOOtmakes them _
and easy 10 lislenlo again and '
again.
You can catch BoneRower alloeal dubs like Crozv
HOlSe, NeUiolux and other ludy venues. Th~ self-lilfed
cosselle is avojloble at the Record ExChange.'
~MretS

Peach'
Siesta
. Caroline Records
Ustening 10 Peach's 'SiesIo' it is easy 10 see why
lhidsongwriter in The Posies.
Roberts and his portner Mark Mer hove a doB:er pop viskln

Rid Roberts dD!'t6t as the

thon thot of lis fanner bond. 'Sieslo' is a fine debut thot
testifies 10 the pnllnise of tIis bond.
. In many ways Peach resemble Por1tond's Pond. The ..'
music is undeniohlv pop, but swornpv guilor riffs disguise
this fact and give the album a heavier sound. This ohm
was essenlioDy recorded We in the studio and it reloins tbe
esselKe 01 each song by mg out the overdubs. Robert's
voicestoys prel1y low, it definitely has a sublfe caokless:.
Adler's lead vocals on two tracks are a little too wilily. One
cOlllplaint is thal..a lew 01 the songs are tOo long (lour
tracks go over live minutes). The extra lime IiIIs wilh repetition or UIU1ecessoryguilor langents. However, this sin is lor·
gi'lobleon this otherwise striking first effort. The drawn out ••.•
jams do correspond with Craig Montgomery's live production of Peach, yoo gel the leeling that Adler's solos were
portioUy invenled as he ~ayed.
Lyrics like, 'Shame myself, you make me hole the
way that I am' .('Dying Dream of AliCe') or '1 can't da
anything right' ('Late lor $urgery") exemplilythe often
dark and negative lyrics, The musi< and lyrics work peIIedty
together. When Roberts sings a line ofhilpe themusit
mavestowards dimax, but veers off in on unexpected dilec·
tion just before it arrives.
.".
Roberrs pcirting with The Posies bununed me out, but
now 1 see that he was wasted oS a boss ~oyer and Peach
definitely selVes as a bener vehicle lor his style of musk.
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MORE CAPSULES
Beck"
Mellow'Gold
"
, DGCjBong-LoodRecords." ,.'.
Had I heord 1hesong·LOser·1 proboblYwouldn'thove
bought Bock's debutolbum Mellow Gold. My inlroduction 10
Beck was on MTV,but it was not1he aforementioned onnoying ·buzz dip· tunti~ Iexperienced him play lIie interesting
·PayNoMind·on ·120 Minutes:
.'
Mellaw Gold has a few moments, but nothing that
makes it worth buying or even owning.·Pay No Mind' and
..... a couple of his acouslitsongs hint at his potential. They
showcase Beck's throaty voice and warped songwriffng.
UnfortiJnote~ the other songs on the olbum showcase his
technll'hip hop-experimental noise, almost all of which is
lousy. Onlv ·Muthed....;..ker· cames close to ente.rtaining,
the rest either bore or annoy.
My advice to Beck? Conc~nlrate on your fractured folk
ond leove the genre-shifting to more worthy slackers like
Ween. He's 0 loser, boby, so why don't you kill him?
r

.

-Joson Sievers

7 inch compi/oHon

FEEDRecords
There's nothing like urgent new music coptured on
vin~. FEED's 410ng ,com~lation features some up and (oming bands from upper Idaho and Eastern Washington. The
overall flavor of this record is pop/punk slripped down to
the bore essentia~.

t h

a n d
Melanie Johnson
Senior Staff Writer

A band of five sits on a small stage-the audi- ,
ence stares in awe.
The music combines heavy, melodic guitars, a
gut-pounding rhythm section, and a lone vocalist
belting out rage againsteverythiog false. It's music
with a warped state of mind, a lyrical attack on soei, ery's "so-called" righteousness and an atmosphere of.
Shattered Reality,
Shattered Realiry has been together aboutsix
months, but their music is already moving toward
timelessness.
"[Our music] is versatile," said Drummer Daniel
Beck.
Shattered Realiry'smusic utilizes raw, heavy
metal with all the class of acoustical. Beck and
Bassist David Dutt produce an enthralling, heavy
rhythm section, while guitarists Trent Hahn and Jon
Lucas make string melodies which go from gentle to.
headbanging.
Vocalist Eric Jantz tops off the musical assault
with clear, strong lyrics.
"It's heavy, but it has a lot of style. It's not just
speed playing on a guitar hitting certain bar chords,"
said Hahn.
.
Aside from the actual music, Shattered Reality
also puts in several hours hammering out lyrics with
quality.

' '

.

-

•...

'"

"Our music is very extreme, it's very full of'energy, it's powerful, it's not dull in any sense, said
Jantz.
The quintet has eight elaborate songs to their
credit. They are always working on new material.
They keep a four-night-a-week practice schedule in an effort to make it
into the studio soon.
"We're looking at anywhere from four songs to a full length
album," said Hahn.
Anyone attending a Shattered Reality show would probably hear
songs such as the dark, tired-of-the-way-things-are tune, "Wrath of
Hades," the ultimate oppression song, "Suffer Unto Me," or the beastly,
beautiful "Shattered Reality,"
~
Shattered Reality's live show offers an in-your-face, no frills good
time while trying to break the stage stunt, glam-mode usually associated
with metal bands.
"We don't have a bunch of lights, we don't have the best p.a. in
n

Raspberry kicks things off with an obsessive pop gem
called "Twin: Some Iremendaus hooks ore creoted by the
guitar and boss, but the vocol melody powers the song. The
cokuloted singing gives "Twin' oOlStinctly new wove feel; it
olmost sounds like 0 harder edged Cure tune. 'Lewiston, Id'
finds 1he Sugar Ooddies paying mock tribute to their hometown.lt oheniotes between 0 row nelVe punk verse ond 0
bubble gum chorus with the drums pounding thraughout.
Jeff AlbertSon ond Oon Beloit, boss ond guitor respective~,
ore two of the Lewis{lark Volley's finest songwriters ond
musicians; their pairing should ~eldsome greot music. Pun,
a studio reincornotion of Beloil's fonner bond Shack Nosty,
offer the driving, cool ·Distance: This song highUghls the
excellen!on~ inventive guitar plaving of Doug Manis.
Spokane's Mother Lood is the most established band repra" sented here, but the leost appealing as for as I'm concerned.
Their song '~achboUheod' is a decent punk tune that leons
toward the hardcOle more than the others on the record.
. fEED records is the aeatian of the Sugar Daddies imd
this 7 inch selVes as their first releose. They deselVe aedit
for. their aeoffve sefflJlOlOOoon ond W11Ungnessto share the
spodight with 1heir friends. Hopefully we'll see more from
.this fledgUng lobe! and these very talented bonds soon. Way
cool COVill orl by Gina Gregerson is 0 nice bonus too. (fEED
,.'\ Recards, no 16th Ave #40, Lewiston, Id. 83501)

•

JlPotatoe,uh, potato,uh,
,wh.. cares•••sPQrtsarecool"
Toke it from Don Quayle, a job of The ~rbner is theperfed way to complete your university experience.' It'solsci (J way to make a little extra dough. The Arbiter current~
huSopenings for:
".,-

-Joson Sievers .

L7
Hungry For SHnk

Slos~ Records

. .n Iever get in afight,l

,
"T

! ••

wont Oonita Sparks on my
side. The lead voco1ist rl L7 is fierce in every sense of the
ward.,."
-:,.,;
-,' "
.. " Their 1990 oIbumStrielI The /dogie Proves Ihe point
with "Shove: Th~ is the oppressedwomim's
lmthem.
ProblillnS ot~?They'reinthere.Bi1IcolledolS?
Sure.

AndJ~.~~, n8ed~ ..acliOrl,SJlO!~;#Ie#.~:
CAPSULES continued on 11

town, but we take what we have and do what we Can with it," said
Jantz.
"It comes down to mood. If they can feel what we feel then they'll
be motivated to show up to our shows every time," said Beck. Shattered
Reality has been packing rooms in and out of town at venues such the
Twin Falls Bi-AnnualMetal Show, Grainey's Basement and The Crazy
Horse.
Shattered Reality encourages audiences who are out for a good time
and a live musical release to come see them at The Crazy Horse J uly 30.
"We just won't play music for [you], we'll make [you] feel something," said Jantz.
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staffwrilers and reporters
phof99r~phers.,.
"producfionortists;
, "
illusfrqforsand.od desig~ers ,

.

.1,;D!opby The Arbner's plush offices (in the basement of the. SUBAn~ex, across University,
:t:,~~r,~efromthe SUBG~me Roomhnd fill out on application: The Arbneris georingup
:i;iJ~rci r.ecord.~s~ttingyear. .. be a port of n... You'lllearn to spell too, we guarantee h.
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D¥ligHf/)rQ9,~gmdisqRPointsfans
Half-price concert tickers sounded
great. I've got a friend who likes country
music and I listen to. it too sometimes,
so I thought the Dwight Yoakam concert held in the Pavilion last week would
be fun.
.
It's a good thing I didn't pay fulI
price for the tickets. We also got halfthe
show.
The concert contained one of the
worst public displays of arrogance I've
seen in a longtime.
Technical problems were in the way
of enjoying the opening band, Allison
Krause.
After making the crowd wait nearly
an hour, Yoakam appeared on stage. He rammed through the first
couple songs. The technical problems persisted with painful distortions accompanying high notes.
Yoakam then calIed the technician up on the stage to yelI at
him-stopping the music for about five minutes. It happened twice

--Punk

.during the concert and put a real damper
on the evening. The crowd does not
·attend a concert to see the star have a
.temper tantrum on stage.
Yoakam is not fulIy to blame. The
sound was bad, but he should. have han· died it in a more professional manner·taking a break and going off stage to take
care of the problem, for example.
Yoakam did give the mostly-female
crowd a good show as his mile-long legs
moved to his trademark 7th grade shuffle/pelvis Elvis dance.
He belted out favorites including
"Little 'Sister" and "Ain't That Lonely
Yet" and boot-scooted around the stage in
almost not-there tight tan leather pams.
But he didn't play to the crowd and neglected to introduce the band
until the encore when half the audience was already gone.
The next time tickets go for half price, I will think twice before
cashing in on a bargain that turns out to be a damaged good.
.
-Dawn Kramer

veteransreleasemajorlabeldebut--

Cross absolute ~onfusion: modern-daypuak, random screams and four guys whose names change constantly, and you get Sore.
Sore, the latest album from Nonh Carolina's Buzzoven is a "mix between a lot of punk and metal influences. It's raw and heavy, and hard for
me to describe," says Bassist Brian. a.k.a. LeDam:U.
Sore is Buzzoven's major label debut, counesy of RoadRunner Records, but a big recording contract didn't spell a change in sound.
"This new [record] seems a lot faster. more raw and stripped down and angrier," Brian says.
The new release takes the ideas of early '80s punk and throws in '90s style sampling, anger and hardcore aggression. The emotional release of
performing is one of the things Buzzoven cherishes, Brian says.
Buzzoven utilizes the confusion element in evety aspect of their music and live show.
"The lyrics are subject to change, and it's another pan to the confusion and total chaos of the show," Brian says.
Although the inability of singing along might disturb some show
goers, it doesn't bother Buzzoven fans.
"Crowds get into punk shows more than any other audiences get into

;tJ

~t." Brian
He for
saysthe
the.music
si~i1ar.ity.in
lifestyl.e,.con.ce.
Issues
and says.
the love
binds punk
audiences. rns. over the same
Buzzoven keeps a notorious touring record of200 plus live shows a
year, and they'll play anywhere. Buzzoven's future looks vety bright. .
"This new record just came out, and we'll see what happens with it," Brian says.

CAPS UlES

continued from 10

"Been a month since I've been Ioid," she ..
She's hod
it, and God help you ~ you cross he! path. "Get out IImy
way 01 I'm gonna shove: On~ on idol WlUd lIglIll wiIh
that.

Likewise for "Fast and Frightening." OnlySporks could
pull off a line like "Got so much clit she don'l need no balls"
without flinching.
When" heard Hungry FOI Stink I was happy to hem
Sparks-and
the rest of L7 (Suzi Gordner, Jennifer
Finchl-hadn't changed a bit. Stink mokes no apologies
for it's loud, 1'll11Ilad-os-hell-ond-I'llHIoHokingil'Onymore
attiflJde.
L7 is Rush Limbaugh's wOISInighhnore.I'd lie to see
Limbaugh and L7 in a wrestling motch. Sometling leis me
il would give new meaning 10 the words" cock fijrt:
--eheteeII A1yms

Johnny Cosh
American Recordings
American

....

The mon in block is bo<k.
Jolmny Cash, legendary Amerkon muskiIllD! seel:e1,
is bock, sporting a new album of guitor tIIles !hot leloin the
essence of the Mississippi Delio drifting but a dreonl'beot
away.
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Although fame and fortune would be ruce, Brian says he d

jUst like to be able to pay the rent on time'!i'
.'
.,
B dd b
Buzzoven's main focus for right now ;~d in the future is the music, says Brian. The band has ~ecently p~rted ways with guitarISt u y, ut
has added Johnny as his replacement. The string section along with the screeching vocal demon Kirk and skm torturer Ash Lee make BUlZoven .
one of the heaviest bands in the underground.
.
Buzzoven will be bringing their violence and confusion to Boise around September, Bnan says.
"Come see us live. If you like the record, you'd rcalIy love us live."

-M~lani~ Johnson

While counhYarid westem music in generoI has experienced huge IlDnsformotions-loword immense commercial
appeal and away from its law emotional roots-Johnny
Cosh stands as on icon of honesty. There is 110 liIlleI, no
glitz, no Johnny Cosh Nightdub in IIIonson, 1m. Just Cosh,
his inimiroble voice and his Martin ocouslk glilor.
Enter Rick Rubin, the NYCnative who broke RIm DMC,
, tha Beastie Boys, Ludichrist, and other big nome IIJII and ..,
merolocts. Rubin's label, Americon, reauited Cosh bemuse
of his nO'bullshil opplOoch to his aoft. RWn knows whol
the youth of Americo wanl, and port of thol is serious sadness, a melancholy wake left by OUT booming tedJnologvGiven society. Rubin reported~ told Cosh nollo wony about
writing fOl the' youth markel, lelting him instead thol kids
today feel the way he does.
The record itself is absolule~ cool. AAoenlty lIlOle
than 100 tunes were lecollled with a slough Ii~ IlIJSidans sitting in. BUIwhat mode il onto the oIun ore the'
demo trocks Cosh and Rubin re<OIded in ROOin's Los Angeles
living loom. There are cou~e le<ognizolH dossks lie
"Oh Bury Me Nol (On the lone ProiJiel." "Temessee
and Leonard Cohen's "Bird on a Wue: The best 1nKk, ~
ever, hos galla be.a tune wrillen by Nick lCMe (mJed "The
Beoslin Me:
"The beast Inme has had 10 leamlo 5ve with poinl
ond how 10 shelter hom the rain! and in the lwilkling of on
eye mighl have 10 be restroined/ God he~ the beasl in "._
me:
.
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beyond horror
Laura Delgado
Staff Writer

.•.

,~

A wolf bite is the catalyst for Wolfs unique
examination of both middle age and love.
Directed by Mike Nichols,
Wolfis a story about lycanthropy
(the metamorphosis of man into
wolf) and how it enriches two
peoples' lives.
, Will Randall, played by Jack
Nicholson, is a tired, middleaged senior editor at a publishing
house, The business is undergoing a takeover by wealthy
Raymond Alden, played by
Christopher
Plummer, who
doesn't know beans about publishing. Raymond demotes Will
to a job that nobody wants and
replaces him with a younger
man, Stewart Swinton, played by
James Spader. Up until this
point, Will thought they were
friends.
Will does nothing to try to
save his job until after he is bitten
by a wolf and develops wolf
traits. A gradual, positive change
occurs in Will. He begins to stand up for himself, take chances and enjoys red meat.
'
He enjoys the benefits of having wolf
blood in his veins, but worries about what he is
doing with his nights. Each morning, he finds
bloody clues that suggest he was out and
abo~t. He consults an expert, who explains

that Will is turning into a wolf. There are twO
ways to acquire this strange disease-by a bite
and by passion. Will learns that on the next
full moon, thewolfwlll consume him.
Will's passion partner is Raymond's
daughter, Laura, played by Michelle Pfeiffer.
Pfeiffer is'her usual beautiful self, but her character is not much different from what we saw
in Batman Returns-she is dark, mysterious
and sullen. Having nursed a schizophrenic
brother, Laura is not bothered by Will's
unique personality quirks and falls in love with
him.

True Lies is

awkward fun

Will's life improves as he fights for and
wins a higher position of authority at work.
This comes to a crashing halt when the police
suspect that he has ripped out his estranged
'wife's throat.
The natural genius of Nicholson is over-

Patrick Acosta
catches· big fish.
If your business depends on a steady stream of customers, you
need to talk to The Arbiter's advertising manager, Patrick Acosta.

",''',.

The film's flaw is that
shadowed by a brilliant
the'
real plot doesn't
performance by Spader
unfold until 40 .minures
whose character steals the:
into it. Early in the movie '
movie with his blatant assthe audience learns that
kissing and vicious operaTrasker's
normal day
tions. He is repulsive, yet
includes gunfire, bombs and lies to his family.
fascinating. In the end, this is the character
, He heads the list of most inattentive fathers
that the audience remembers and talks about.
Rick Baker's special effects makeup is and boring husbands and is trying to save the
U.S. from Islamic. terrorists. This story seems,
enhanced by animarronics . which give
Nicholson's transformation a believable look. ,interesting enough, but drastically changes
Animal rights lovers will be pleased to note when Trasker makes a big discovery.
Trasker learns that computer information
that a helpless, struggling deer is not flesh and
from Switzerland is connected to naughty
blood.
This is not a horror movie that will have Islamics planning to nuke America. The: plot
changes when Trasker finds that his wife may
you peeking through your fingers or running
for the lobby. This isa ..movie that forces you be having an affair and suddenly he wants to
to examine your own life and wonder if you fix his family life. The audience wonders what
are too passiveand need a little lycanthropy to happened to the terrorists for the next half
hour.
spice yourself up.
The two plots finally merge as Trasker
mistakenly involves Helen with the terrorist
faction and the movie takes off with hyperacrion speed as he works to save America and his
family life.
It's a pity that when director/writer/coproducer James Cameron wrote the screenplay,
he didn't realize that the movie takes a nose
dive
in the middle. The screenplay is based on
'Laura Delgado
another work by three writers, so Cameron had
Staff Writer
his work cut out for him.
, True Lift-despite
an awkward screenLuckily, Cameron's directing is better than
play-is a superb action-comedy.
his writing and the action is worth the price of
Starring Arnold Schwarzenegger as Harry
the movie ticket. He has masterfully used a
Trasker, and Jamie Lee Curtis as his wife
mixture of stunts and computer imagery that
Helen, Lies is about a man so absorbed in his
will impress any moviegoer.
work that he is losing his family. Trasker is a
Tom Arnold is adorably funny, playing
secret United States spy-so secret that his
Trasker's best friend and teammate, Gib. The
own wife and teenage daughter don't know his
two Arnold's are a good match.
true vocation. They think he is a computer
Curtis is hilarious as Helen, the confused
salesman and can't understand why he is
and unhappy wife. In one scene, she performs
obsessedwith his work.
a comic striptease act that melts chocolate bars
Trasker is rarely home for dinner-when
in every aisle of the theater.
he is-he seems uninterested in his wife and
Schwarzenegger looks as cool as ever while
daughter.

There are about 15,000 students and staff at Boise Stale
University. The Arbiter reaches directly into this school of fishonce a week during the fall and spring semesters. Advertising in
The Arbiter is one of the most affordable and effective ways of
reaching potential customers and clients.
So,the next time you find your business's creel bag emply (or
not as full as it could be), give Patrick Acosta a call. He can put
together an advertising package that will get'resuhs for you: '
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Microsoft and Justice Dept. settle up

Clean Slate: a comedy
cleans up ,90s mess

Microsoft operating systems arc preinstalled on about 80 percent of IBM
compatible computers sold annually.
Microsoft recently agreed to a . It is estimated that 80 percent of the
world's 150 million personal computsettlement in the antitrust investigaers use Microsoft operating systems.
tion which the Justice Department
If
people's
has undertaken for against Microsoft
spending
is any
for the past several years.
indication
of what
Microsoft has not admitted any
they believe, then
wrongdoing,
but agreed to Justice
Microsoft should be
Department
demands
to avoid
OK. Monday after
lengthy and costly litigation which
the announcement,
would have tied up the company's
investors pushed the
resources for years. "(his case is being,

John Bennett
Staff Writer

computer geek.
Industry experts contend rhar jhe
Microsoft settlement
will result in
reduced prices for all types of software. Of course.tthis is good news for
college students, but how will this

r,;::;;:;:;:;:;;;;::::;::;;:"

Jason Sievers
Staff Writer
Too many of the 90s comedies

have been moronic

two hour

doses of bad jokes. Clean S/au delivers the humor in a more
thoughtful manner, Director Mick Jackson does a fine job of weaving the movie's comedic elements into a plot. By no stretch of the
imagination is the plot a masterpiece, but it could easily power a
Steven Segal kick flick.
Maurice Pogue (Dana Carvey) is a private investigator with a
rare condition that causes him to lose his memory if he falls asleep.
As he awakes each morning with amnesia he finds a tape recorder
with a post-it note that says, "Push this button." We meet him on a
Monday morning listening to the tape which explains his condition
and advises him not to leave the.house or talk with anyone. As you
can guess, heignores the advice and mayhem ensues. All the action
moves towards a trial on Thursday where Pogue is expected to testify
about the very incident that screwed-up his head. He handles the
strangers who call themselves his friends, enemies, lovers and landlord with creative clumsiness. Unlike last year's Groundhog Day,
CIMn
tendency towards repetition is limited and most of the

hailed as one of the most important
antitrust actions in decades, both by
computer and legal experts.
Experts on both sides predicted
that this settlement would increase
competition and stimulate innovation
in the computer industry. The main
benefit should be to open markets to
other software manufacturers such as
Novell
and
IBM.
Currently
Microsoft maintains a virtual monopoly for operating systems software.
Operating systems arc the software
that c~ntrols the basic functions of
the computer.
Microsoft has been accused of
predatory pricing and exerting undue
force to have its applications software,
such as word processing or financial
spreadsheets, sold along with computers that would have its operating

statts

repeating elements are genuinely funny.
Carvey makes his trademark goofy faces, but the impressions are
wisely left out. Opportunity Knocks relied tOO heavily on Carvey's
comedy and his character from Waynts World, Garth, was purposely
one-dimension. It's nice to see Carvey's abiliry as an actor and comedian in a
she looks,
ed in bad
Baby also

mEARBITER---'----:-----------'--------'--
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~~~~~dg~.lli~an~~~m~~~~~~~m
Clint Eastwood's famous squint and it works, allowing him to say:i
lot without utteringa·word.
'

larger frame. Leading lady Valeria Golino acts as good as
it is truly sad that her considerable talents have been wastmovies (Hot Shots, Big Top Pee- Wtt).· The dog who played
deserves some praise for a fine portrayal of Pogue's canine

who lacks depth perception.
Clean Sla« is not stuffed with one-liners,

system.
This issue centered
around
Microsoft's use of volume discounts
to sell software that would be preinstalled on computers.
Currently

but those that exist are

carried by a plot that is equal parts fun and mystery. If you find
yourself thinking that this movie is stupid JUSt remember The Btvtr/y

Hillbillies.

price of Microsoft stock up $1.871/2
to $50.50.
Microsoft's rivals certainly hope
to capitalize on this new development, but Microsoft won't give up
easy and most experts think they
don't have any reason to do so.
Microsoft has said that this settlement will not effect its pricing or revenues. Many industry analysts predict
that the settlement will have little or
no.effect on Microsoft's
industry
dominance. Novell' and IBM vowed
to step up there marketing efforts in
the wake of the July l Sth announcement.
For a little hint of Microsoft's
dominance
go sec the new Arnold'
Schwarzencgger film True Lies. There
is a scene where the good spies break
into the computer of a wealthy Arab
industrialist suspected of supporting
terrorists. When they break into the
computer system you'll sec Microsoft
Windows 3.11 Arabic on the screen.
It was totally cool to me, but I'm a

decision effect students otherwise, In the local business
scene, Micron Computer
Inc., a local manufacture of
IBM compatible
cornputers, said they have no plans
to change the way they
price, sell, or market their

systems.
If the predictions
are accurate,
then there will be a greater number of
choices for students who are thinking
of buying an operating system. More
choices may not seem like such a
good thing as you stand in the computer store listening to the salesperson rattle off a Baskin & Robbins 31
flavors style list of options. Many
industry people think that consumers
will continue to just ask for the items
they arc most familiar with. such as
Windows & MS· DOS.
If this announcement has any real
impact on the computer industry, its
effects
will not He immediate.
Students plarmingto use the cornputer labs on campus will find the same
software, If you are graduating, your
computer skills are still valid. If you
recently bought a computer, your system hasn't become obsolete
over
night. In short, computers
should
remain mostly the same for some
time to come.
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to make hominy splashed out and burned me. That was Fred

Rumors of the Real World

Tim C. is a man wrought of hard labor. a
human product of lift in the factory. H~ has
countless stories to tel] of the sweatshops that
shaped his lift. and tohrn h~ unwinds one of
tbes« industrial yams. lu is so thoroughly fix~d h~
is unabl« to do anything but stand and talk. Ali
temporal r~ality Jild~s shimmering in th« backdrop as Tim, temporarilj paralyZfd. tellshi:
r~d-blood~d, two-fisud tales of long
hours and hravy machinery. Here is one of his storiesfrom th~ real

who did that. He was kind of a strange guy.
You could smoke in the warehouse there, see. You could
smoke on the docks, you could smoke in the break rooJ.TI-I
mean everyone there, practically, smoked cigarettes. But Fred,
see, didn't want anybody to know he smoked. So he would go
clear in the back against the wall in the corner to smoke where
nobody could see him. And he would sit there by these palettes
stacked with cardboard boxes, you know, before they're made
into boxes, and he'd smoke his cigarettes and throw the burrs in
a can on the floor.
.
Well, everyone was wondering who was smoking back
there, see, and one day, this lady named Carol walked back
there and found Fred sitting there smoking. Well,he freaked
out and jumped on this Hyster that was sitting there, and he
started chasing. Carol all over the warehouse. Shu was running
out in front with her arms flailing and screaming, "aaahhh,
aaahhh," and he was sitting up there on the Hyster, "waaahh,"
trying to run her down. You could hear them clear across the

Did I tell you about the guy at American Fine Foods who
chased the woman on theHyster?
When I lived in Payette. I worked at this canning plant that
cans chili and hominy and all kinds of stuff. You can see' the
scar on my arm where the lime or lye or whatever it is they use

warehouse.
So we all jumped up and went running out there and there
he was; "waaahh," and just ran her right up against the wall,
pinned her between the forks.
I guess he was having some problems at home-his
wife left
him or something. Needless to say, Fred lost his job.

CoryWees
Contributing Editor

or be canned

=~~=~

.

Whatkind.of work wtre you doing thm!
Oh everything. One time I was working on the empty can
line, and, you know, it gets pretty dull. You just stand there
looking into the cans as they go brand make sure they don't
have any dead bugs or dirt or anything in them before they're
filled. Well I was Standing there bored one day, and I thought it
would be fun JO flip one of the cans over upside down to see
what would happen.
Down the line where they fill the cans they have this great
big machine that shoots out just the right amount of whatever it
is-chili or pea soup, or whatever-so
that it fills the cans right
up to the top. It goes pretry fast too, just one right after another. It really moves.
Well, up where I was, there's this little window you could "
look through; so I'm hunched down there watching this upsidedown can go down the line.
These guys working at the filling station are all standing
there dressed in their white. coveralls watching the cans being
filled, and all the sudden you see them freeze when they spot
that upside-down
can. Before they could do anything, chili
comes shooting out-whoosh-and
it hits that can and just
covered them all with this thick, brown slop. It was disgusting.
When they came looking for me, I was just standing there,
"doot de door de door," watching the cans go by as if nothing
had happened.
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the park is the coldest place on earth. Iswear.

in tHelast Frontier

The few diehards who do show up are usually belligerent
after a couple of Buds and are, understandably, upset with the
fact that their organs have frozen together in a lump.
Softball games, which are actually just beer-drinking ses-

Scott Samples

sions punctuated with the occasional ground-out to second

Sports Editor

base, are played weekly in our local league.
The cool thing about

If you think it's impressive to watch Ken Griffey Jr. belt

Alaska is the days are so long.
When the rain and clouds
go away so we can actually see .

verge on what we call the Rec Center for a lively evening of

big Bob Franklin try to leg out a single to the wall with a ciga- .

trash talking, hard fouls and cursing,

rene dangling from his mouth, That's my ESPN moment.

the sun, it usually stays in the

Golf is huge here-as

My good friend Michelle once had her jaw broken there.

are the stomachs of most of the

And peoplelaughed,

sky for about 18 hours

golfers. There are tournaments every weekend, exorbitant

throughout the summer

affairs that start around 8 a.m. and last until around 2 p.m.

months.

Throughout

it all these fine athletes chug beers and smoke cig- -

aretres while hacking the toughest course in Alaska to tiny div-

And there are lots of folks who love sports and in the Last

ots.

The Great Land, as we also like to call it, has a ton of sporting
events during the all-too-short summer.
Baseball games often last until 10 p.m.c-wirhour

although not to her face, because her lip'

.. ,

was bleeding and they didn't want to get any on themselves,

For sports enthusiasts, that means more time to play.

Frontier, as we like to call it, from baseball, golf, basketball.

morning through Sunday evening) the area's true athletes con-

home runs out of the Kingdome, you should watch guys like

Alaska basketball often times looks like a combination of a
World Wrestling Federation match and the New York Knicks'
defensive scheme - which really aren't that different.
So, contrary to popular opinion, there is more to Alaska

By the end of 18 holes, most of the players are stinking

sports than simply dog mushing and skiing.

drunk and lying about how they played. (Alaska golf rules stip-

We love sports. Especially if you can drink while doing it.

ulate that each Coors they can pound down results in the sublights.

There's a.local ream here made up of college players who are
actually pretty good. But not many people show up because

traction of one stroke from their final score).
Basketball is, of course, very important in the sporting
scheme of things. When it rains (which is usually Monday

Scott Samples is sports editor ofTht Arbiter. He spmds his
summers in his hometoum of Kenai, Alaska. working as sports tditor of the that community

s wttkly.

tb« Peninsula Clarion.

1994 BRONCO

FOOTBALL
·SCHEDULE

SEPT.·3· -·NORTHEASTERN (MASS.) ·1:05 pm. ..
SEPT.lOCAL STATENORTHRIDGE 7:05 pm
SEPT.17 NEVADA
7:05 pm
SEPT.24 UBERTY
7:05 pm.
Ot!' 1
*01 Northem Arizono
7:05 pm
ocr. 8 *WEBERSTATE
7:05 pm
Oc!.15
*olldoho Slale
6:35 pm
Otl. 22
*01 Monlana Slole
12:05 pm
NOV. 5
*MONTANA
1:05 pm
Nov. 12
*olEoslem Woshinglonl:05
pm
NOV.19 *IDAHO
1:05 pm.

.

HOMEGAMESIN BOlD CAPITALS
*BIg Sky ConferenceGomes
Heod Coach:PokeyAllen
Tickel informotion:
385-1285
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